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Male orange-tip butterfly (hint of orange colouring shows sex) on hedge mustard 

 

Lowick is situated 100 metres above the coastal plain, the North Sea visible to the East 
with the Fell Sandstone Ridge (Kyloe Wood) to the South East and the distant Cheviot 
Hills to the South West. This is an agricultural area of arable farming and rich pastures 
with sheep farming on the higher ground and poorer soils to the west.  

The parish has a range of different habitats from heather moorland, mosses, upland 
grassland, deciduous and coniferous woodland, riverine habitat, ponds, road-side 
verges and gardens, making this an area of rich biodiversity. 

This document identifies some of the most important environmental sites in the 
parish. An explanation is provided on why these are considered significant, drawing on 
data collected over almost 50 years of natural history recording in the parish through 
observation, field-notes, drawings and more recently, photographic evidence. 

Significant wildlife sites are identified by listing characteristic elements of the fauna 
and flora found there - sometimes the presence of an unusual or rare species.   

This is very much a first assessment of the biodiversity of the parish and further work 
will need to be done, particularly in the West to identify further important sites. There 
is for example here, no assessment of the ponds left over from limestone excavation in 
the 19th Century – an important habitat for wildfowl - or of the wildlife associated with 
the different burns passing through the parish. 

Any conservation issues or concerns related to the different sites are listed and where 
necessary, what possible actions could be taken to protect them. The success of any 
conservation depends on working closely with local farmers. 



 

 

map to show key environmental sites in Lowick parish area. 

Sites of Natural History Interest in the east section of Lowick Parish 

Dryburn 
Road 



 

                                                                      
Dryburn Road      Lowick 

 

This is a popular walking route for members of the local community and visitors, a road that follows in places the Roman Devil’s Causeway. It is also, a 
particularly rich habitat for wildlife. This is probably due to the wide verges and thick hedges on either side of the road and for the fact that this route is 
protected from the prevailing south westerly winds. It is also, a relatively quiet road with few cars. 

 

 

 



 

Flora and Fauna   

       Brown Hare 
The verges have a rich flora including Meadow Cranesbill, (Geranium Pratensis), the uncommon Devil’s-bit 

Scabious (Succisa pratensis) - associated with limestone areas - and in August Bindweed (Convulvulous arvensis). 

Birds 

          
 Yellow Wagtail      Sedge Warbler     Whitethroat with feather. 

The bird life is also particularly rich with interesting summer visitors including Whitethroat, Sedge Warbler and 

 Yellowhammer nesting in the hedgerows and in 2019 the uncommon Yellow Wagtail. Rare vagrants can on occasion be blown in from the coast. 

 



The verges of the Dryburn Road are also a good location for butterflies. 
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Conservation issues and concerns: the grass cutting of the verges along this road in late May could potentially affect the breeding of the Orange-tip with much 
of its food plant hedge mustard being cut with the other grasses. This has however, taken place in the same period each year and does not appear to impact on 
butterfly populations. It would be useful to have further advice on this area. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

A number of butterflies are found on the Dryburn verges in May and 
early June. The Orange-tip is present in numbers, the male with 
orange wing edges to warn predators of bad taste, the caterpillars 
feed on hedge mustard. The female shown beside it, has no orange 
markings but the same green and white camouflage patterning on the 
underwings as shown on the front page. 

The Wall butterfly is also present in good numbers, flying slightly later 
than the Orange-tip. In late June and July, the Ringlet can also, be 
seen along the Dryburn Road verges. 

Other butterflies regularly present are the Green-veined White, 
Tortoishell, Red Admiral and Peacock and in good seasons the 
migrant Painted Lady. 



The importance of this small wood is that it represents a surviving element of woodland with ash, oak and hazel trees and at least one species of plant possibly 
not occurring elsewhere within the parish area – the woodland buttercup, ‘goldilocks’ (Ranunculus auricomus) which points to the natural, undisturbed nature 
of this piece of woodland by Lowick Mill. The wood is separated by a road (visible centre left) with only one section within the parish boundary. 

Some prominent ancient oaks are in the hedgerow immediately above this area which would have formed part of the original wood and are probably the oldest 
trees in the parish. 

Conservation issues and concerns: this small, privately owned wood could potentially be cleared for timber and a watching brief needs to be aware of any could 
any new timber proposals in the area. 

 

 



 

 

          
Ancient  oak tree at cross roads, part of original Lowick Mill Wood         row of surviving oak trees on edge of wood 



 

          
 

A small section of hedgerow immediately above Lowick Mill has the 
Burnett Rose, Rosa pimpinellifolia, which although common on the 
coast is not apparently present anywhere else in the parish. There is 
likely to be a lime rich soil for this rose to flourish here.  

This is a very attractive white rose with faint yellow colouring. 

Dark red seed heads and fierce spines also, mark this species. 



View of interior Kyloe Wood with small visitors                                                         Kyloe Wood                                                               Blue Bugle plants in Kyloe, May.       

 

This is a very important large woodland area planted at the end of the 19th Century with a range of particularly interesting and unusual conifer trees. From a 
wildlife perspective it has an important population of the endangered red squirrel, breeding goshawks, good numbers of roe deer and large numbers of Speckled 
Wood butterflies, the flora of the wood is also of interest. The wood is privately owned and timber extraction takes place in a piecemeal manner with some 
concern that there is a fire risk associated with the amount of dry branches left on the woodland floor after timber extraction.

The importance of Kyloe Wood lies in the biodiversity of this woodland both in natural and introduced species but also, because of its size and the maturity of 
many of the trees and the quality of the environment this creates for wildlife.  

Conservation issues and concerns: The wood is privately owned and timber extraction (Scottish Forestry) takes place sometimes in a piecemeal manner with 
some concern that there is a fire risk associated with the amount of dry branches left on the woodland floor after timber extraction. 

It would be important to monitor any development proposals associated with Kyloe Wood to ensure that this special area survives

 

 



 

           Kyloe Wood 

 
View of Catton Ridge with the distant Cheviot Hills

 

Catton Ridge is an important area of upland grassland on the east boundary of Kyloe Wood with wide views across open farmland to the Cheviots. Although the 
recent opening of a quarry on part of this site -destroyed most of a rich limestone flush area, this remains a particularly rich area for wild flowers, probably the 
best within the parish. Of particular note are the presence of a large number of orchids, Early Purple and Heath Orchids (Dactylorchis purpurella, D. ericetorum ) 



    

Heath-spotted Orchid (Dactylorchis maculata)     Common Butterwort (Pinguicula vulgaris)    Quaking Grass (Briza media) 

 

Conservation issues and concerns:: Catton Ridge is used for cattle grazing and overstocking on this site would be detrimental. However the grassland has 
continued to provide a species rich site with a number of particularly attractive and interesting flora. 

 

 

 

 

 

The marshy nature of a good deal of this grassland 
means Catton Ridge is attractive to orchids and there 
are a number of other special plants such as the 
attractive Butterwort with its distinctive blue flowers 
and pale green leaves and the beautiful Quaking 
Grass associated with base rich soils. 



     

          Common Spotted Orchid (D. maculata)    Early purple Orchid (D. purpella)      Heath spotted Orchid (D. ericetorum)  D.maculata 

A selection of different orchids flowering on Catton Ridge, May 2019, showing the different forms, colours and patterns. 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

Female Small Copper feeding on Pignut (Conopodium majus)., Catton Ridge, June. 

 

Conservation issues and concerns: Catton Ridge is used for cattle grazing and overstocking on this site would be detrimental. However the grassland has  
 

 

   

 

Catton Ridge has historically supported an important range of 
different butterfly species with records in the 1920s of both 
Northern Brown Argus and Small Blue present on this site. 
Butterflies that have not been seen in Northumberland since 
around this time. 

In more recent times the Dark Green Fritillary was found here 
but local populations of this fine butterfly have not been seen 
on Catton Ridge for some time. It might possibly recolonise 
the area brought up from Holy Island on easterly winds. 

The Small Copper, illustrated, Common Blue, Ringlet and 
Meadow Brown are likely to be still encountered on Catton 
Ridge. 

 

 



  

       
 

Holburn Moss is a particularly important site of special environmental significance, a protected reserve managed by the Northumberland Wildlife Trust and Ford 
and Etal Estates.    

‘The peat bog at Holburn lies in a valley to the east of Greensheen Hill. The hill, with a path leading over the top affords the best views over the site and 
surrounding countryside, including Lindisfarne and the Cheviots. 

Lindisfarne has historical links with the reserve as it is alleged that the monks of Lindisfarne Priory used to take peat from here as fuel and this may account for 
the strange square hollows across the site. Now the reserve is an internationally designated wetland linked closely to the Lindisfarne National Nature Reserve 
area due to movement of wildfowl between the two,’ Northumberland Wildlife Trust. 

Species: Pink-footed Goose, Wigeon, Grey Plover 



Large Heath 

   

Cotton grass         drawing from field notes of Large Heath    Small Heath butterfly. found on edges of Holburn Moss 

In addition to Holburn Lake’s importance as a recognised wetland habitat, the moss itself provides another and very different habitat within Lowick Parish which 
adds to the rich biodiversity of the area. The vegetation is characterised by heather, sphagnum moss, cotton grass, bog asphodel, and the insectivorous round-
leaved sundew. 

A particular butterfly associated with this habitat is the Large Heath, illustrated above from a field-notes sketch. Recent searches for the butterfly suggest it is no 
longer present on the moss. The closely related Small Heath is found on the edges of the moss. 

 

               

 

 

 

 

 

 

   



 

 

 

 

 

 

        
Female Common Blue found near Holburn Moss with the spectacular blue colouring  

with red markings, an almost tropical butterfly in appearance, here enlarged to show off the  

colours. 

 


